ASA Groups, Deans Discuss Party Ban

By David D. Hsu

Students who live on campus will have some money this semester, as the Planning Office delayed implementation of the $150-per-semester increase for Sept. 1 and until Sept. 1. The planned hike is up to $30,000 and $20,000 in cash and $50K Business Plan Competition.

Re-engining Teams Target Student Service Processes

By Shang Lin Chuang

Students who live on campus are required to pay the new $150 fee for parking permits. The fee will be held until March 1 and held for the semester. The fee will be raised to $300 next semester.

$10K Competition Grows to $50K

By Oleg E. Drushinin

In a move to promote participation, the annual $10K competition increased the amount of prize money it awarded and became the $50K Business Plan Competition. Designed to bring together engineers and managers, the contest has seen a sharp increase in funding following a strong fundraising campaign by the its organizers.

The increase, which consists of $30,000 in cash and $20,000 in legal and financial services, will be divided among three teams with $30,000 going to the winning group and $10,000 each to the second and third place teams.

Pitching in to finance the jump in funds were The David and Lindsay Morgenthaler Foundation, which provided all of the money for the previous contests, and a slew of new contributors including companies founded by past winners like Stylus Innovation, Inc.

The most obvious change to this year's competition was the larger prize which was designed both for practical reasons and to spur interest in the program. "It is not very realistic for $10,000 to be sufficient to create a new business," said James S. Deverell '96, the contest's lead organizer.

"The increase is going to have an impact on the competition. There were already people sitting in labs who have great ideas but don't think that they have the time to participate," said Patrick J. McCormick '98, one of the organizers.

"Increasing the fund prize money will be an added incentive for many people to write up a business plan," he said.

"We wanted to increase the prize money because it would make the entire contest more significant," McCormick said. "With the larger fund, there could be more significant prices," he added.

"We plan to increase the competition fund further to $100,000, boost its external visibility and make it known nationwide," Deverell said. "MIT is an ideal place for the rise of entrepreneurship since the best business school and the best engineering school are only half a mile away from each other," he said.

Because of their positive experiences with the competition, past winners decided to contribute money.

"In short, the 10K was great," said Kristina Holly '89 who won the 1991 competition and is one of the co-founders of Stylus Innovation, Inc. "It was a really good experience. The 10K forced us to actually sit down, write a business plan, and focus our energies on the project. Through the competition we gained access to many sources of help and advice," she said.

Pitching in to finance the jump in funds were The David and Lindsay Morgenthaler Foundation, which provided all of the money for the previous contests, and a slew of new contributors including companies founded by past winners like Stylus Innovation, Inc.

The most obvious change to this year's competition was the larger prize which was designed both for practical reasons and to spur interest in the program. "It is not very realistic for $10,000 to be sufficient to create a new business," said James S. Deverell '96, the contest's lead organizer.

"The increase is going to have an impact on the competition. There were already people sitting in labs who have great ideas but don't think that they have the time to participate," said Patrick J. McCormick '98, one of the organizers.

"Increasing the fund prize money will be an added incentive for many people to write up a business plan," he said.

"We wanted to increase the prize money because it would make the entire contest more significant," McCormick said. "With the larger fund, there could be more significant prices," he added.

"We plan to increase the competition fund further to $100,000, boost its external visibility and make it known nationwide," Deverell said. "MIT is an ideal place for the rise of entrepreneurship since the best business school and the best engineering school are only half a mile away from each other," he said.

Because of their positive experiences with the competition, past winners decided to contribute money.

"In short, the 10K was great," said Kristina Holly '89 who won the 1991 competition and is one of the co-founders of Stylus Innovation, Inc. "It was a really good experience. The 10K forced us to actually sit down, write a business plan, and focus our energies on the project. Through the competition we gained access to many sources of help and advice," she said.
**WEATHER**

A Fast Flow

*By Marek Zembrzuski*

---

Two cyclones, embedded in a zonal (west-east) flow will dominate our weather this weekend. A quick burst of light to moderate precipitation is forecast to coincide both events, as temperatures will remain warmer than normal.

During Friday, the first low will move to our west, and continue through the remainder of the weekend, before moving off the Maritimes later in the weekend. Glancing blow of cooler air, associated with this system, will bring with it some of the economic message to concentrate on the social issues that played a major role in the Louisiana outcome.

With his wife, Wendy, at his side, Gramm told a small but noisy group of supporters in the rotunda of the state Capitol here that he was the only Republican who could unite social and economic conservatives to defeat President Clinton. But with Buchanan now poised to challenge him, the message Gramm was trying to drive home is that there will be no prize for second or third.

"We're not confirming or denying reports that Bill Bell Atlantic Corp. and Nynex Corp. are in discussions or planning a partnership or any other machination," said Bell Atlantic spokesman Eric Rabe. But sources familiar with the negotiations confirmed that discussions are continuing and may come to a close as early as next week.

"There are no conclusions to any discussions under way," said a source knowledgeable about the talks. But he said the companies appeared to be most closely considering an option of creating a new "holding company" into which Bell Atlantic and Nynex would contribute shares of stock.

**Chartered Plane Crashes into Caribbean 189 Thought Dead**

*By Don Phillips*

A charter airline carrying German tourists home from Caribbean vacation spots crashed during the night in the Dominican Republic early Thursday morning, killing all 103 people on board. Aircraft recovery experts have argued that instead of bringing competition among many firms, the airline consolidation trend instead created dominance by a small number of huge companies, keeping prices relatively higher than they otherwise would have been.

Reaction was also divided on the law's impact. Senate Commerce Chairman Daniel Moynihan of New York called the outlaw provision of indecent and otherwise sexually explicit materials to minors over computer networks. A coalition of civil liberties, human rights and writers' groups were blasting the legislation Wednesday in Philadelphia seeking to block the law's provisions.

"We're hidden behind the notion of protecting children, but this is truly a power grab for limit-" by Sen. Jesse Helms and Sen. Bob Dole, executive director of the Electronic Frontier Foundation in San Francisco, called it "an assault on American Civil Liberties Union, the American Library Association and the Writers Union, and the Critical Path AIDS project in figuring out a site in Fulton, Pennsylvania.

Some First Amendment experts have predicted that the courts will strike down the restrictive provision because most of the aircraft's fuselage — and the key flight-data recorder and cockpit voice recorder — sank more than two miles deep in the Atlantic Ocean, 250 miles off the Dominican Republic's northern coast. A spokesman for the National Transportation and Safety Board, which is assisting Dominican authorities in the investigation, N. Adam Manley, declined to comment for advice on how to retrieve the black boxes from the crushing ocean depths.

Reports on events preceding the crash told of the provisions at the scene and aviation authorities around the world — and confused contrariwise information. At first, Dominican officials said the plane's flight crew did not indicate any trouble after taking off from Puerto Plata and that its last radio transmission was "Stand by." The charter flight between the Dominican Republic and New York was normally made by a Boeing 767, a somewhat larger, long-haul model which also flies to other Caribbean destinations. The same pilot at the controls, Alas Transcontinental - ARA, was using the 757 night Monday because of mechanical trouble with the larger aircraft. A company spokesman said there were not enough passengers to justify operating the 767, which seats 421 people.

The 757 that crashed was an early version of the Boeing model and was not originally designed for long flights over water. The aircraft was delivered to Eastern Airlines in 1985 and under various owners had made more than 13,400 flights since 1981. The accident might have been a consequence of this year-old plane.

The crash would not have been used on flights to the United States because both the Dominican Republic and the United States require a higher level of safety certification. The aircraft carrying an average of 600 passengers, also a first-class dinner service, had flown about 8,500 hours since it was manufactured. Its ultraviolet windows are a feature of the aircraft's new design, which also includes a glass cockpit and all-glass fuselage.

Because the crash was the second in a year, the National Transportation and Safety Board, which is assisting Dominican authorities in the investigation, N. Adam Manley, declined to comment. At first, Dominican officials said the plane's flight crew did not indicate any trouble after taking off from Puerto Plata, and that its last radio transmission was "Stand by." The charter flight between the Dominican Republic and New York was normally made by a Boeing 767, a somewhat larger, long-haul model which also flies to other Caribbean destinations. The same pilot at the controls, Alas Transcontinental - ARA, was using the 757 night Monday because of mechanical trouble with the larger aircraft. A company spokesman said there were not enough passengers to justify operating the 767, which seats 421 people.

The 757 that crashed was an early version of the Boeing model and was not originally designed for long flights over water. The aircraft was delivered to Eastern Airlines in 1985 and under various owners had made more than 13,400 flights since 1981. The accident might have been a consequence of this year-old plane.

The crash would not have been used on flights to the United States because both the Dominican Republic and the United States require a higher level of safety certification. The aircraft carrying an average of 600 passengers, also a first-class dinner service, had flown about 8,500 hours since it was manufactured. Its ultraviolet windows are a feature of the aircraft's new design, which also includes a glass cockpit and all-glass fuselage.

Because the crash was the second in a year, the National Transportation and Safety Board, which is assisting Dominican authorities in the investigation, N. Adam Manley, declined to comment. At first, Dominican officials said the plane's flight crew did not indicate any trouble after taking off from Puerto Plata, and that its last radio transmission was "Stand by." The charter flight between the Dominican Republic and New York was normally made by a Boeing 767, a somewhat larger, long-haul model which also flies to other Caribbean destinations. The same pilot at the controls, Alas Transcontinental - ARA, was using the 757 night Monday because of mechanical trouble with the larger aircraft. A company spokesman said there were not enough passengers to justify operating the 767, which seats 421 people.

The 757 that crashed was an early version of the Boeing model and was not originally designed for long flights over water. The aircraft was delivered to Eastern Airlines in 1985 and under various owners had made more than 13,400 flights since 1981. The accident might have been a consequence of this year-old plane. The cause of Tuesday's crash may not be known for a week or more.
**Political Ailing Yeltsin Searching for Compromise in Rebel Chechnya**

**By David Hoffman**

MOSCOW, Russia—President Boris Yeltsin threatened Thursday that he cannot be re-elected if Russia's 14-month-old war in Chechnya is not ended by the weekend in an attempt to defuse the tension in Chechnya continues, but he ruled out the possibility of withdrawing Russian troops from the republic, saying it would lead to a bloodbath.

The Chechen war has had a costly toll on Russia, standing for more than a year, and recent polls show him trailing several opposition candidates in the presidential race. Although many Russians have recognized the war is an enormous liability for Yeltsin, his remarks Thursday marked the first time he has acknowledged it could demolish his re-election chances.

Yeltsin announced the appointment of Prime Minister Viktor Chernomyrdin to head a government commission to explore the possibility of a for a possible “compromise” resolution of the conflict, which has claimed at least 30,000 lives. Yeltsin said Chernomyrdin’s panel would report back in two weeks and examine seven unspecified alternatives to an end to the war.

Meanwhile, large demonstra-

tions against Russian troops continue.

**U.S. Leaning Toward Waiving Sanctions Regarding China-Nuclear Deal**

**By R. Jeffrey Smith**

WASHINGTON—The Clinton administration, yielding to increasing pressure from U.S. corporations with business in China, is leaning toward waiving economic sanctions against Beijing for the sale of sensitive nuclear-weapons-related equipment to Pakistan, U.S. officials said Wednesday.

U.S. officials were described as favoring a forgiving approach to persuading China to curb such exports in the future while avoiding a direct confrontation. But they said China’s unsanctioned sale of nuclear technology and equipment to Pakistan is a sale of sensitive nuclear-weapons-related equipment to Pakistan, U.S. officials said Wednesday.

But representatives of Boeing Co. and Westinghouse Electric Co., suppliers of nuclear-missile parts and equipment, have been lobbying administration officials to maintain sanctions. But the administration this decision this week to authorize China’s future large-scale purchases of nuclear-missile-related equipment.

Officials said that Clinton wants to waive the Export-Import Bank sanctions. But the administration has decided to continue to allow the United States to make large purchases of nuclear-missile-related equipment to Pakistan.

But the administration’s position on the separate question of potential sales of nuclear-missile-related equipment to Pakistan is less clear, officials said. They said that the administration would not allow the sale of such equipment to Pakistan.

The results have convinced researchers to be “more aggressive” in their efforts to understand the nature of the universe.

An experimental baboon bone marrow transplant performed in December 1994 in Grozny, Russia, was accompanied by another in Finland.

The tests (for the baboon cells) are experimental and difficult, but they are showing promising results. The antiparticles annihilate each other and the resulting energy is transformed into a spray of other matter, including quarks, which occur in six types.

**Talks to Renew Semiconductor Agreement**

LOS ANGELES—Anxious to avert an eleventh-hour trade battle, the United States has entered into a trade agreement with Japan to curb Japanese subsidies to automobile makers — in hopes of winning renewal of a controversial agreement designed to expand foreign access to the Japanese semiconductor market.

But Japanese government and industry leaders have spurned the offer, saying it is too little, too late and that it is an extension of a deal that begins Thursday in Newport Beach, Calif., are expected to repeat their demands that Japan roll back its cartel, called antiparticles, at speeds that are much faster than the current particle physics theory. But the odd trajectories and energy levels that might cause the collisions might make sense if quarks were composed of tiny subunits that could send matter flying off in unexpected ways.

The Japanese have absolutely said no renewal, under no circum-
stances," said a U.S. official in Tokyo, who spoke on condition of anonymity. "The Japanese see this as the agreement that started the whole business of targets, affirmative action in trade, so they’d like to kill the whole trade deal.

Japanese officials fear Japan’s refusal to even discuss an extension of the agreement could be interpreted as a lack of commitment that could damage U.S.-Japan relations on the eve of President Clinton’s April visit to Tokyo and hurt the U.S. semiconductor industry’s exports.

The United States wants a renewed agreement that would commit both sides to “gradual and steady” progress for foreign companies, continued U.S.-Japan industrial collaboration and close monitoring of both sides to “gradual and steady” progress for foreign companies, continued U.S.-Japan industrial collaboration and close monitoring of

**Baboon Marrow Transplant Fail**

An experimental baboon bone marrow transplant performed in December 1994 in Grozny, Russia, was accompanied by another in Finland.

The tests (for the baboon cells) are experimental and difficult, but they are showing promising results. The antiparticles annihilate each other and the resulting energy is transformed into a spray of other matter, including quarks, which occur in six types.

**Quarks Might Be Divisible**

THE WASHINGTON POST

Scientists pursuing the innermost workings of the atom have tenure-
tative but disquieting evidence that could challenge accepted theories about the structure of matter on the smallest scale.

It is possible, according to a recent report from the Collider Detector at Fermilab (CDF), a consortium working at the federally sponsored accelerator facility outside Chicago, that quarks are made up of still smaller, indivisible particles, but may be made up of yet smaller entities in a yet-to-be-understood state.

The team turned up nearly 1,000 observations during a year of experiments in which colliding particles were deflected or "scattered" in ways that apparently cannot be reconciled with the predictions of current particle physics theory. But the odd trajectories and energy levels that might cause the collisions might make sense if quarks were composed of tiny subunits that could send matter flying off in unexpected ways.

The antiparticles annihilate each other and the resulting energy is transformed into a spray of other matter, including quarks, which occur in six types.

**Electric Car Law May Be Dropped**

WASHINGTON— Gov. Pete Wilson’s administration Thursday disclosed the details of a proposed deal to replace the mandate that 20,000 elec-

tric cars be sold in the state starting next year with voluntary con-

tracts with auto companies to sign up consumers.

The terms prompted vehement protests from environmentalists who complain that the state’s weak agency owed to its pressures on the car industry.

Under the deal, the air board next month would repeal its require-
ment that 2 percent of cars offered for sale in California by major auto manufacturers beginning with 1998 models be exhaust-free vehicles. Instead, General Motors, Ford, Chrysler, Nissan, Toyota, Honda and Mazda would sign voluntary agreements to sell by the same number of electric cars to be marketed.

Wilson would be able to report later how many electric cars they have the capacity to produce, the size of their investment and features of the specific models. But the deal “does not obligate anyone. It is a voluntary agreement,” according to a state board member. under the Quota of electric cars to be marketed.

Wilson said he would be able to report later how many electric cars they have the capacity to produce, the size of their investment and features of the specific models. But the deal “does not obligate anyone. It is a voluntary agreement,” according to a state board member. under the Quota of electric cars to be marketed.
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A Dog Called Penguin

By Cherry Ogata

Admission is $2 with MIT/WC ID

For more info, see our web page or call the LSC Movieline, 258-8881

http://web.mit.edu/lsc/www
The MIT Folkdance Club Presents
Beginners' Nights
Come Learn Amazing Dances From All Over The World
Absolutely NO Experience Needed
No Partner, Either

International Folk Dancing
Sundays, Feb. 11 and 18

Israeli Folk Dancing
Wednesdays, Feb. 14 and 21

All Beginners' Nights in
SALA DE PUERTO RICO
Second Floor of the Student Center at 7 pm
John Woo's action magic deserves better story

BROKEN ARROW
Directed by John Woo.
Written by Graham Yost.
Starring John Travolta, Christian Slater, Samantha Mathis, Delroy Lindo, and Frank Whaley.
Sony

By Scott C. Deskin

John Woo's second American feature film, Broken Arrow, has the earmarks of action movie success. Having disapproved the Jean-Claude Van Damme star vehicle Hard Target (due to lack of personal control), he's hired better actors: John Travolta and Christian Slater. The final product is visually flawless, and the patented Woo action sequences have lost none of their charm. But there's something fundamentally lacking in the film, though it's hard for me to put my finger on what it is.

The plot is simple by design. Vic Driskin (Travolta) and Riley Hale (Slater) are two Air Force pilots who have a special friendship, as shown in the opening scene which pits the characters against each other in the boxing ring. Driskin is the older, more experienced soldier and pilot, and he teaches Hale a few lessons in the ring—like to not fall for your opponent's obvious next punch, because it could just as easily come from the opposite direction. Hale is also quick to remind his older partner that he hasn't progressed past the rank of major, even after all his extensive experience, and it's a lack of drive or ambition on Driskin's part! But it turns out that Driskin has other plans: to steal two nuclear warheads from the cargo bay of a B-3 Stealth bomber which the two pilots are flying on a predawn run.

The resulting cat-and-mouse chase takes place in the arid Utah desert, and Hale must enlist a spunky park ranger (Samantha Mathis) to foil Driskin's insidious plan. His ostensible goal is to extract money from the military powers-that-be in Washington, D.C.; the people in the Pentagon are the archetypal, slow-witted bureaucrats, more eager to cover up than to take action. Once Hale relays the plan to his Air Force commanders, the reconnaissance mission follows a traditional comic-book path to its logical, predictable conclusion—especially when the girl falls into the bad guys' hands.

One problem is that the characters are too generic. Christian Slater invests his charisma to good effect in an otherwise straight "good guy" role, showing that his career may finally be loud, enjoyable, cartoon-like romps. People looking across a room with both barrels blazing (in slow-motion, of course) continues a long tradition of violent standoffs as individual works of art influenced by everyone from Sam Peckinpah to Martin Scorsese. A scene in an abandoned mine shaft provides Woo with plenty of opportunities for claustrophobic close encounters with falling rocks and wooden planks amidst the bullets. And one scenario involving an exploding nuclear weapon under ground creates a pretty fantastic (if somewhat unbelievable) sampler of the effects immediately following the detonation.

Broken Arrow is rather disappointing. My recommendation is to see it with a clear, uncritical mind and just wallow in the razzle-dazzle presentation. If it weren't for films like Speed, I'd swear I'd never seen this stuff before (in fact, Speed and Broken Arrow seem to be by the same guy). It's too bad Broken Arrow doesn't have a more substantive plot to chew on; then again, it would've achieved a summer release date if it did.

\[\text{John Travolta and Christian Slater bringing star power to John Woo's Broken Arrow.}\]

Kendall brings great films to the neighborhood

DIFFERENT SCREENS
Kendall Square Theater, One Kendall Square, Cambridge

By Stephen Brophy

The opportunity to contemplate great acting is what makes you go to movies, though you should visit the Kendall Square Theater a few times next week. Even The City of Lost Children, valuable for the fantastic facade at the center of its plot and its special effects, makes room for a sensitive performance by Ron Perlman (Beauty and the Beast). But the price for abundance of great acting must surely go to Henry Jaglom's Last Summer in the Hamptons.

Jaglom generally creates films around an ensemble cast which is given a basic situation and directed to improvise. Sometimes it works, sometimes it's embarrassing to watch. But nothing in his past work prepares you for the magic that grows from this particular ensemble reacting to this particular situation. Working with his wife, Victoria Foyle, Jaglom has concocted a story about a family of the theatrical actors, directors, and playwrights who are spending a last summer in a grand old estate on Long Island which its owner, the family matriarch, is going to sell.

Most of the roles in Last Summer in the Hamptons were written with specific actors in mind, and incorporate a lot of their biographical information. Viveca Lindfors plays the matriarch, and when she watches her old movies, we see a younger Viveca Lindfors, playing a young Virginia Woolf, with a younger Ronald Reagan and Errol Flynn. The matriarch leaves Hollywood to return to the stage and eventually become a successful teacher of acting. Every summer her students accompany her family to the Ethan Allen House in East Hampton, and the beautifully expressed matriarch gets a clear, uncritical mind and can see this stuff before (in fact, Speed and Broken Arrow are not by the same guy). It's too bad Broken Arrow doesn't have a more substantive plot to chew on; then again, it would've achieved a summer release date if it did.
**MicroStrategy**

**MIT & MicroStrategy**

The Hottest Technology & Consulting Start-up Since Oracle.
**100% Growth Rate. 20% of Staff from MIT. First in Decision Support Market. Average Age 28...**

"We kid about it, but if you've drunk from a firehose you're just not going to settle for a stream. MicroStrategy has fostered a MIT-like environment in its offices - one that excites, drives and stretches its employees along very multidisciplinary career paths. In my 20 months with MicroStrategy I have spent time in Marketing, Consulting and Education departments before becoming a Consulting Manager and, more recently, Product Manager. Believe me, it's been quite a ride."

Gaurav Rewari
SB, SM, EE '93 (Course VI)
Manager - Product Development

"Since founding MicroStrategy in 1989, I have sought to develop a company that would embody the vitality I experienced during my years at MIT - an intellectually challenging working environment, a forum for expressing ideas and acting upon them, a place to be recognized for hard work and initiative, and a corporate culture that easily becomes your home away from home. I am proud of what MicroStrategy has become and prouder still of the people who have made it all possible."

Michael J. Saylor
SB, SB '87 (Course XVI, XX-E)
President and CEO

"You have to step out in the real world to understand the technology needs of the business community. At MicroStrategy, I work with top notch businesses, where I can use the analytical skills attained at MIT to solve some of the most complex corporate problems. The sense of gratitude and respect from a client, after an engagement is worth the same if not more than an applause after presenting a research paper. My experience with MicroStrategy has been truly rewarding."

Kiran Dandekar
Ph. D. '95 (Course II)
Manager - Banking Industry

**About MicroStrategy**

**Decision Support**
MicroStrategy provides decision support products and consulting services to Fortune 1000 corporations worldwide. Led by its DSSAgent™ offering, MicroStrategy has revolutionized the means by which corporations perform sophisticated business analyses and make decisions. MicroStrategy serves a variety of industries and includes such companies as American Express, Disney, McDonald's, MCI, Federated Department Stores, Bank of America, Victoria's Secret, Merck, Pepsi, the U.S. Air Force, and Xerox.

**Industry Excellence**
MicroStrategy, driven by such pioneering innovations as data mining and intelligent agent reporting, has captured a commanding market share in a dynamic decision support industry. Database Programming & Design magazine recently honored MicroStrategy as one of the Database 12 companies that define the direction of the market-place. MicroStrategy is poised to take its place in the computer world alongside Microsoft, Oracle, and IBM.

**Impressive Growth**
MicroStrategy's dominance in an industry expected to grow 13-fold before decade's end has translated into phenomenal growth in revenue and personnel - 100% annually - since the company's founding in 1989. The company currently employs 100+ at offices in Washington DC, Atlanta, Boston, Chicago, San Francisco, Barcelona, and London. To facilitate future growth, MicroStrategy recently announced plans to make an initial public stock offering in 1997-98.

**Career Opportunities**

MicroStrategy offers opportunities for all degree types. Unlike most corporations, promises of accelerated responsibility to potential recruits are just that - no numeracy crunching or assisting assistants. Aggressive growth demands more. And as growth continues, corporate success will be rewarded with such perks as the annual company cruise and initial public offering stock options.

**Consultants**
Responsibilities include client management, proof-of-concept demonstration, and decision support project design and deployment.

**Marketing Professionals**
Responsibilities include creative and technical writing, collateral development, information dissemination, and competition research.

**Software Engineers**
Responsibilities include requirements analysis, conceptual design, engineering design, and product development.

**Attend Our Info Session:**
Wednesday, February 14
Revere Room at the Cambridge Hyatt
5:00 p.m.-7:00 p.m.
Reception with light refreshments to follow

**And Interview on:**
Thursday & Friday, February 15 & 16
Cambridge Hyatt
8:30 a.m.-6:30 p.m.
Send resumes to the address listed below.

**Send a Resume & Cover Letter:**
Resumes should be received by February 12, 1996
Mail to:
Recruiting Coordinator - MIT
MicroStrategy, Inc.
8000 Towers Crescent Drive
Vienna, VA 22182
(703) 848-8669 fax
email to:
recruiting@strategy.com

For more information, http://www.strategy.com/
theatre experiences. Their most recent act, I Sound and lig ark acky, -wid

By Scott C. Deskin

The film Restoration has a story that is at once exotic and familiar. A ne'er-do-well 17th Century English physi-
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The film in general is unbelievably emetic and...
If you want to change the world, start by making a difference on campus...

Run for Office.

The Shell enjoys the support of students by the nation's largest student-run newspaper.

UA President/Vice-President
Members of the UA Finance Board (4)

Class Officers:
President, Vice-President, Secretary,
Treasurer, Social Chair(s), Publicity Chair

Packets available at the UA Office (Student Center 401)
Call Amy W. Jg at x3-2696 (ua-elections@mit.edu) for more info.

List Center exhibits cultural journey of Asian artists

Asian, from Page 6

Indian artist Zarina's House on Wheels (1991) urges the exhibit beyond mere recognition of the East-West conflict. "You draw the space around yourself and it becomes your house," she writes besides the work near the center of the exhibit. In a pile of twenty-five flat metal pieces, Zarina melds a house and wheels to create a new symbol of home, dynamic and grounded even when separated from the place of one's heritage.

Zarina's work blends nicely with the final room's pieces in a clockwise tour of the List Center, Jim Soon Min's Dwelling (1994) expresses her transformation after arriving in America. Through encasing discarded furniture in copper wire and steel lattices, Kim bridges the distance between the poverty she left behind and the industrial burgeoning of America. As if spanning attitudes of both lifestyles in her mind, Kim wraps her heritage in the building blocks of Western life and makes them one.

Young Soon Min's Dwelling (1994) unites the concepts of heritage and struggle with new ideas by hanging a translucent blanket, a type of traditional Korean dress, over a burning Western book. Min reaches some sort of closure with the writings inside the dress: "To us ... a birthplace is no longer our home. The place we were brought up is not either."

Luminous and wrapped around a complex branch, these words shine new realizations on the radiant version of Sense and Sensibility. Lawrence Fishburne also convinces as the tenanted Moor. The movie seems as ambivalent about its themes as Shakespeare once was, and shares the disgust of spectators at the "unnatural passion" which finds Otello and Desdemona across the barri- ers of race.

Persuasion seems aymous in comparison to the radiant version of Sense and Sensibility recently delivered by Emma Thompson and Ang Lee, but like its heroine, there is more there than first meets the eye. As carefully put together as any quality Masterpiece Theatre production, Persuasion ultimately surprises us with the passion smoldering beneath its surface calm.

Like Richard III, French Twist is a produc- tion put together by its major actor, Joanne Balasuko. She portrays a veryButch lesbian who accidentally meets a frustrated house- wife, played by Victoria Abril, and moves in with her and her philandering, bigoted husband. The movie takes place in Southern France, and has a generally sunny disposition. It's also a great exposition of bisexual family values, showing how families should exist for chil- dren and how concern for children can help people get over their petty jealousies and hatreds.

The City of Lost Children is a fantasy/fable with a great sassy tone. It lets you know right away it's going to be about dreams and night- mares, and weaves them into its intricate plot. This is the latest movie by the creators of Delicatessen, and a much more coherent, because less satirical, work.

Finally, Zhang Yimou's Shanghai Triad showcases the beauty and talent of Gong Li. She has been in every film made so far by Zhang, but rumor has it that this will be her last. It's a crime story set in the 1930s, and seen through the eyes of an adolescent boy who comes to work for the boss who is Gong Li's paramour. It has all the lovely cinematography we have come to expect from mainland China.

Next week four new films will join the schedule, and four will drop off, the most like- ly candidates being Otello, French Twist, Persuasion and Shanghai Triad. Among the new releases will be a twentieth anniversary re-release of Taxi Driver. Watch this space for more details.

Kendall Theater features Georgia, Last Summer

Kendall, from Page 7

Estate, perform most of the mostal chores, and put on a backyard play at the end of the sea- son. We understand that invitations to see this play are very highly prized.

GIVEN their various theatrical occupations, the family and friends gathered together here possess almost every egocentricity and/or emotional frailty that has ever been cataloged by the psychiatric priesthood. But they are not satirized, sneered at, turned into melodramatic examples of family dysfunction, or otherwise abused. Instead, along with their various frail- ties, we become intimate with their grit and determination, their fortune, and their com- mitment.

Victoria Feyt, the co-writer, plays a Hollywood actress who wants to be taken seriously. Andre Gregory and Brooke Smith, last seen together in Vanity on 42nd Street, play a racy stage director and one of his best pupils. And gay playwright Jon Robin Baitz plays a gay playwright in whose next play all members of the UA Finance Board (4)

Treasurer; Social Chair(s), Publicity Chair

Members of the UA Finance Board (4)
Top 5 reasons to drop by the Intel Open House on February 13:

1) **You may win a Pentium® PC**

2) You may win other computer product prizes

3) You will see and hear about recent Intel products: Meet the authors

4) You may be invited to an interview on campus or at Intel

5) You might even receive a job offer on the spot!

**DETAILS REGARDING THE INTEL OPEN HOUSE:**

- A Pentium PC will be raffled at 3:00 PM (YOU NEED NOT BE PRESENT to win: Leave extra copy of resume as raffle entry form)
- Other computer products will be raffled during the Open House (YOU MUST BE PRESENT to win these prizes)
- Intel engineers will be on hand to demonstrate and talk about recent products and technologies they have developed at Intel
- Intel recruiters may sign up eligible candidates for interviews in February through April, 1996, at Intel facilities or at the MIT campus
- Some Intel recruiters may extend job offers on the spot for full-time positions that start in February through August, 1996

**WE ARE SEEKING BS, MS, AND PhD STUDENTS IN THE FOLLOWING DISCIPLINES (NOTE: INTEL HAS A SPECIAL NEED FOR 1996 COURSE 6 GRADUATES TO FILL A LARGE NUMBER OF SOFTWARE AND LOGIC/CIRCUIT/VLSI DESIGN POSITIONS):**

- Electrical Engineering
- Computer Engineering
- Computer Science
- Chemical Engineering
- Materials Science
- Mechanical Engineering
- Industrial Engineering
- Applied and Engineering Physics
- Environmental and Safety Engineering

Intel Corporation is an equal opportunity employer and fully supports affirmative action practices. Intel also supports a drug-free workplace and requires that all offers of employment be contingent on satisfactory pre-employment drug test results. Intel seeks to hire U.S. Citizens, Permanent Residents, Asylees, Refugees, and Temporary Residents. We will consider MS- and PhD-level foreign national candidates where there is a demonstrated shortage of qualified U.S. candidates (e.g., for IC/logic/circuit/VLSI design positions).
Tutor Backs Jailed Harvard Extension School Student

By Dan McGuire

Since a student at Harvard Extension School was sentenced to jail last Tuesday, a tutor in Harvard's visual and environmental stories program, Jack E. Lueders-Booth, has declared his support for her.

Toni Marie Angeli was working on a class project entitled "Innocence in Nudity" which contained three pictures in which her four-year-old's genitalia was visible.

The developer, Zona Photographic Laboratories, called the police. Angeli was arrested after she threw a lamp at a Cambridge Police in the ensuing confrontation. "I think this all followed from a misjudgment on the part of the photo lab," Lueders-Booth said. "She was a bright, enthusiastic student ... I would welcome her back this semester." [The Harvard Crimson]

Publisher sues Northeastern SGA

A publisher of a college phone book has filed a civil suit against Northeastern University and Northeastern's Student Government Association. Gary Dinowitz, president of Collegiate Specialty Advertising Company, charges that the University reneged on a contract signed by current Student Government President Cris Schoeneberger to provide the names and phone numbers of students. Dinowitz says that he has lost $10,000 as a result of the disagreement. University officials argue that Schoeneberger did not have the power to sign such an agreement and that it is against university policy to turn over such information without students' consent. [The Northeastern News]

Oil spill at Boston University

Environmental officials announced last Thursday that Boston University was responsible for a spill which pumped less than 1,000 gallons of oil into the Charles River. The University has accepted responsibility for the spill, which occurred when an 20,000-gallon underground heating oil tank sprung a pinhole-sized leak. The Environmental Protection Agency says that the spill poses no long term threat to the river. [The Daily Free Press]

Undecided on what major to choose? Unsure about the major-job link? Confused about course requirements?

Date Time Room Panel Presentation
Mon., Feb. 12 3pm 20 Chimneys 3, 6, 8, 18
Tues., Feb. 13 4pm West Lounge 2, 13, 16, 22
Wed., Feb. 14 3pm 20 Chimneys 5, 7, 9, 10
Thurs., Feb. 15 4pm W20-407 21, 24, Pre-Law/Med
3pm West Lounge 1, 4, 11, 12
3pm West Lounge 14, 15, 17, STS

Mon.-Thurs., Feb. 12-15 in the Student Center

sponsored by the Associate Advisor Steering Committee and UAA
Off Course

...I AM SORRY TO HEAR THAT YOU AND YOUR BOYFRIEND BROKE UP. HOW ARE YOU TAKING IT?

DON'T KNOW ... LONELY I GUESS. I JUST WISH I COULD MEET SOME OTHER REASONABLY CUTE GUY...

CAN YOU BELIEVE THAT NEXT WEDNESDAY IT'S VALENTINE'S DAY?

I HATE VALENTINE'S DAY.

IT WILL BE YET ANOTHER YEAR THAT I DON'T HAVE A GIRLFRIEND.

AND I DON'T HAVE A BOYFRIEND.

WHAT??

NAH!

By H. Ayala

Sometimes you have to go home, to find what you've lost, to remember the friends you have, and to discover where you're going.

Brian Brown MIT 6.3 '93

CHANGING THE VOICE OF BUSINESS WORLDWIDE

Since 1976, ConferTech International, located just north of Denver, Colorado, is thriving on the telecommunications revolution. It is a great place for bright, hard-working engineers to launch exciting careers.

One project I completed at ConferTech, a system which records teleconferences for future playback, now generates over a million dollars a year.

I am involved with many diverse projects and have travelled all over the country. Recently, I managed the technical startup of two new businesses within ConferTech: the Fax service bureau, and the new Multimedia Call Center. ConferTech has so much going on that it has been easy for me to choose great projects.

Since moving to Colorado, I have learned to ski, been camping a dozen times, and purchased a house. You can't beat the Colorado lifestyle.

Brian Brown MIT 6.3 '93

“ConferTech International, located just north of Denver, Colorado, is thriving on the telecommunications revolution. It is a great place for bright, hard-working engineers to launch exciting careers.

One project I completed at ConferTech, a system which records teleconferences for future playback, now generates over a million dollars a year.

I am involved with many diverse projects and have travelled all over the country. Recently, I managed the technical startup of two new businesses within ConferTech: the Fax service bureau, and the new Multimedia Call Center. ConferTech has so much going on that it has been easy for me to choose great projects.

Since moving to Colorado, I have learned to ski, been camping a dozen times, and purchased a house. You can't beat the Colorado lifestyle.”

Brian Brown MIT 6.3 '93

S
ince 1976, ConferTech International has set the standards for creative multimedia teleconferencing solutions and is a leading provider of services within the rapidly growing teleconferencing industry. ConferCall manages teleconferences for companies of all sizes throughout the world. The company also develops, manufactures and markets the industry's most advanced digital teleconferencing bridge equipment for customers who prefer to handle their teleconferencing needs on an in-house basis.

ENGINEERING

Systems Software Engineer
Software Applications Engineers
Firmware Engineers
Technical Support Engineers
Field Service Engineers
Information System Programmers

LOOK FOR US ON CAMPUS:

INTERVIEWS:
Thursday March 7, 1996
from 8:00am until 5:00pm
Building 12; Room 170

If you are interested in opportunities at ConferTech, please send resume to:
ConferTech International Inc.
12110 N. Pecos St.
Westminster, CO 80234-2076
Fax: (303)633-3001
Internet: http://www.confterech.com

An Equal Opportunity Employer

THE BEST DATE MOVIE OF THE 90'S!

"As satisfying as sitting by the fire on a cold winter night!

"A true original! Smart, sexy and a whole lot of fun!

A feel, funny and brilliant look at life and love...you can't miss it!"

— Junior Wags

Sometimes you have to go home, to find what you've lost, to remember the friends you have, and to discover where you're going.

beautiful girls

...good times never seemed so good...

start Friday, February 9th

MORGAN FREEMAN PATRICK DONNELLY MARILYN MONROE ALAN DELLAMARIA GEORGE BALLOU BIMA BILL Axe

the first real beautiful context

the first real beautiful context

the first real beautiful context

the first real beautiful context
PARKING FEE HIKE INSTITUTED TO COVER LOSSES

PARKING, from Page 1

Residential parking is distributed through lotteries in each dormitory. A total of 400 spaces are available, with the majority in the Westgate lot. There are two separate lots on Raymond Street, and some near Kresge Auditorium. No residential spaces are available on the main campus.

Each dormitory gets an allotment of spaces; the way parking spaces are divided among the dormitories is decided by the dormitories themselves. The Planning Office is not involved in the process, Snover said.

Most residential parking spaces are occupied by students living in Eastgate, Westgate, Tang Hall, and Edgerton House.

Parking hikes to cover costs

The $25 fee is in a purely administra- tive capacity, according to Snover. It covers nothing more than the cost of the sticker and issuing costs, Snover said. By contrast, the planned hike will cover maintenance costs as well.

Approximately 18,000 to 20,000 people are on campus each day — 8,000 employees, 9,500 students, and some 3,000 contracted workers and visitors. But MIT has less than 5,000 parking spaces available on campus, Snover said.

"We've been talking about rais- ing the price of parking for 30 years," Snover said. The decision was finally made last year.

The increase to $15 per term was made concurrently with MIT's decision to outsource parking facilities to a private company.

"We're not out to make money on this, just to recoup the money MIT spends and break even," said Senator Vice President William R. Dickson '56 when the announce- ment was made last year. "People who park at MIT should participate in defraying the costs," he said.

The Planning Office has also been considering a division of the $300 annual fee among the fall, spring, and summer semesters, charging $100 per semester.

That same division would apply to commuters, who would be charged $50 per semester.

Proctors can apply for a per- mit from the Parking Office in Room 15-539.

Did you just see that? Call The Tech news hotline: 253-1541

Multiplied
Innovative Software
By Infinite Professional Opportunity

What do you get?

The MathWorks

MATLAB® is the most powerful, most complex, and most trusted technical computing software in the world for engineers and scientists. That's no surprise, when you consider who's behind it: The MathWorks. There's nothing conventional about our dynamic, entrepreneurial and technology driven organization from our highly innovative professionals to our talented team. Join The MathWorks and you'll enjoy extraordinary growth opportunities, an energized environment, and a truly competitive salary and benefits package.

The Opportunities at The MathWorks keep on multiplying. We have positions available in the following areas:

- GRAPHICS
- CONTROLS
- SIMULATION
- LINUX
- WINDOWS
- UNIX
- OPTIMIZATION
- IMAGE PROCESS
- DIGITAL SIGNAL PROCESSING
- SONO TESTS AND TOOLS
- DOCUMENTATION
- TECHNICAL MARKETING

Now you can learn about The MathWorks, our extrusive growth opportunities, and our energized environment. We'll be on campus

Monday & Tuesday
February 12 & 27

For more information about our op- erations, marketing systems, contact your Career Placement office.

Send a resume to The MathWorks through our House Page, or to the MIT Career Service, 5th floor, 50-121, Cambridge, MA 02139. Please check "The MathWorks" on your résumé.

THE CREATORS OF MATLAB

The MathWorks, Inc.
24 Prime Park Way, Natick, MA 01760; FAX: (508) 647-7003; EMAIL: dkanter@mathworks.com; AND: http://www.mathworks.com

The Foundations of Creativity

"The principal obstacle to achieving creative breakthroughs is a premature conclusion that a better solution is not possible. To overcome this obstacle we need to add to our basic thinking skills and technical knowledge the following 10 elements of attitude:"

1. A strong desire for a creative breakthrough.
2. Confidence in our ability.
3. An expectation that many false starts may be necessary.
4. Freedom from the problem to engage all of our faculties.
5. Willingness to pursue solutions until breakthrough is achieved.
6. Analyses of each attempt to aid in the development of insight.
7. Developing your thought process.
8. As students of science and engineering, you have an excellent opportunity to develop your thought process by working on problems whose correct analysis yields a unique answer.
9. Searching for the correct solution cannot continue until breakthroughs are achieved.
10. Uncompromising pursuit of solutions.

The homework problems you solve often involve fundamental concepts that are applicable in areas far removed from the original area of study. To further your understanding of these concepts, simply ask yourself what are the basic concepts of the problems and then see them in a few words.

Each of the above elements is necessary in the development of your thought process is to evaluate the concepts to another student. This process provides feedback and reactions to confirm or challenge your understanding.

In addition, work on problems that have verifiable answers, articulate the solutions, and expose them to a few words; then try to explain (teach) the concepts. The self-evaluation of your ability to derive the full benefit from your thought process.

NOTE: Each year the Bose Foundation sponsors a one-year fellowship (approximately $14,000) for a first year graduate student in Engineering. Please see your faculty advisor for more information or write:

Melanie Murphy, Bose Foundation, The Mountain, Framingham, MA 01701-9148.
Deadline for applications: February 28, 1996.

For the full text of this series write:


Bose Foundation

U.S. WEST Service Assurance - Summer 1996 Internship Opportunity
http://www.uswest.com

The U.S. WEST Service Assurance organization, responsible for the real-time surveillance and maintenance of U.S. WEST's telephone network, is seeking summer interns to develop internal web applications using Small Talk and Java technologies.

Benefits include a competitive salary and relocation assistance to Denver, Colorado.

Dates to remember: Resume deadline, 2/15/96; Information Session, 3/11/96.

See full job description and submit resumes at MIT Office of Career Services.

U.S. WEST is an equal opportunity employer. Any effect of employment is contingent upon applicants undergoing and passing pre-employment verification and drug screening, subject to applicable Federal, State and Local laws.

February 9, 1996
Events deadline changed

In order to provide more time for Campus Police, events must be registered with the Residence and Campus Activities Office or Conference Services five days before the event. Previously, only three days were needed. This affects smaller events on campus and does not end the moratorium on meg-nums.

The updated event registration policy applied to the following kinds of events:

- All events where alcohol will be served on campus.
- All events sponsored by student organizations in the Association of Student Activities which require that they access their Undergraduate Association or student activity accounts.
- All events sponsored by ASA organizations where money will be collected during the event.
- All dormitory events of over 25 people.
- All non-academic events where the attendance will exceed 100 people.
- Other events when required by appropriate campus departments.

Plan for the day:

11:30 — arrive
11:45 — begin eating
12:30 — Professor Wolfe speaks
1:00 — Lunch
1:30 — Beautify a home for some great kids!
4:30 — Leave for campus

Make a difference while having fun, meeting people, expressing your Judaism, and making your mother happy!

Please RSVP to x3-2982 or bmeltzer@mit.edu

Funding for the J.S.C. is made possible by the Jewish Student Projects of Greater Boston

The M.I.T. Stratton Student Center is located at 54 Massachusetts Ave in Cambridge.
It's economics made easy. So if you want to open a new account - or just find out more about BayBank - come see us, or call 1-800-BAY-FAX anytime.

ECONOMIES OF SCALE

Just a month gets you our Student Value Package; designed just for students, it includes:

• Unlimited BayBank X-Press 24 transactions
• Up to eight checks a month
• Reserve Credit overdraft protection
• X-Press Check, to pay for purchases anywhere MasterCard is accepted
• The option for a BayBank Visa or MasterCard.

BASIC ECONOMICS

For $2.50 per month* or $1.50 with direct deposit - not a lot of cash either way - our Basic Checking includes:

• Four BayBank X-Press 24 withdrawals a month
• Up to eight checks a month
• ReserveCredit overdraft protection
• X-Press Check,* to pay for purchases anywhere MasterCard® is accepted

It’s simple. BayBank gives you the best value for your banking buck.

And no matter which account you choose, you get the BayBank Card with access to over 1000 BayBank X-Press 24® locations.

Check out your options - starting with two of our most popular student accounts.

ECONOMIES OF SCALE

Just $6.00 a month¹ gets you our Student Value Package; designed just for students, it includes:

• Unlimited BayBank X-Press 24 transactions
• Up to eight checks a month
• Reserve Credit overdraft protection
• X-Press Check, to pay for purchases anywhere MasterCard is accepted
• The option¹ for a BayBank Visa® or MasterCard.

It’s economics made easy. So if you want to open a new account - or just find out more about BayBank - come see us, or call 1-800-BAY-FAST® anytime.

WHERE DO YOU WANT TO DO YOUR BANKING?

1 Other fees, such as charges for transactions at X-Press 24 CASH®, non-BayBank ATMs, and designated point-of-sale terminals, are additional.
2 Credit products are for qualified applicants who are 18 years of age or older. Annual fee for credit card is extra.

Member FDIC Equal Opportunity Lender 

This space donated by The Tech
THE FUTURE IS HUGHES, THE CHANCE IS YOURS.

HUGHES ELECTRONICS SIGN-UP & INFORMATION DAY

MONDAY, FEBRUARY 12, 1996
10:00 A.M. - 3:00 P.M.
STRATTON BUILDING STUDENT CENTER
SALA DE PUERTO RICO ROOM
(2ND FLOOR)

- Meet face-to-face with Hughes Representatives.
- Learn first-hand about our diversification into such breakthrough technologies as communication satellites, space-related software systems, advanced radar systems, vehicular navigation, and optical applications.

We have opportunities for BS, MS or PhD level candidates:

- Aerospace Engineering
- Astronautics
- Computer Engineering
- Computer Science
- Electrical Engineering
- Industrial Engineering
- Manufacturing Engineering
- Mathematics/Applied Mathematics
- Mechanical Engineering
- Physics

This is your chance to get all of your questions answered, and be considered for formal interviews.

For additional information, stop by the Career Services Center.

At Hughes, we firmly believe that by bringing together diverse experiences, talents, and perspectives, we inspire fresh ideas and new discoveries, which create success for us all.
Jim's Journal

Last night I wasn't tired enough to get to sleep.

I sat in bed and let my mind wander.

I got thinking about being locked in a dungeon in a castle and how I'd escape.

I don't know what I thought about after that. I must have fallen asleep.

Salomon Brothers

Quantitative Research Analyst

Salomon Brothers is an international investment banking firm that makes markets in securities and provides a broad range of underwriting, financial advisory and research services to governments, corporations, and institutional investors.

The QUANTITATIVE RESEARCH GROUPS work with Sales, Trading and Investment Banking to help Salomon Brothers' clients quantify and implement investment, capital raising, hedging, and asset allocation strategies. This work includes the development of new theoretical models for securities valuation, statistical analysis of data, and the development of customized client presentations.

Quantitative Analysts often act as generalists for up to two years, after which they specialize in one or more of the following areas:

- Modeling financial products such as mortgage-backed securities and options
- Portfolio structuring and/or asset allocation
- Analysis integrated with Sales, Trading, or Investment Banking activities
- Analysis of stock and bond market returns and yields
- Analytical systems development

Qualified candidates will have a B.S. (undergraduates only) in a quantitative field such as Computer Science, Engineering, Finance, Mathematics, Operations Research, or Statistics. Good analytical and computer skills (C/Unix preferable) are required. Because so much of the analyst's work involves direct interaction with the Firm's clients, strong interpersonal, writing and speaking skills are also important. While a background in finance or economics is helpful, we believe that an analyst with exceptionally strong quantitative skills can come to a deep understanding of the financial markets.

Training for quantitative analysts includes:

- An introduction to securities analytics
- A period of internship in different quantitative groups
- Immediate hands-on training with professionals working on various projects
- Licensing with the securities industry regulators
- Additional technical training as needed to handle newly assigned tasks.

Resumes should be submitted by February 16, 1996 to:

Joan Dolph

Fax # (212) 783-4615
40,000 MORE REASONS TO ENTER...

...JUST FIVE PAGES!

Kit Pickup Locations:
Sloan Master's Program Office, E52-101
Office of the Dean of Engineering, 1-206
Hayden Library

Five-Page Executive Summaries
Due 4 PM, February 20

http://web.mit.edu/10k/www/
Students Offer Ideas on How To Increase Safety at Parties

Advanced ticket sales would be a hard trend to start, said Craig M. Robinson '96, president of Chocolate City. A possible compromise could be differentiated ticket prices — advanced tickets would be sold at a lower price than tickets at the door.

Police presence pondered
Several students mentioned that an increased police presence would help. Increasing the number of Campus Police officers will not be a total solution, Glavin said. If one more officer was added, that may not make a fundamental difference.

"How many police is enough police?" Glavin said. At the same time, MIT should try to stop from becoming an "armed camp."

The party organizers may have to be more visible at the events, Jablonski said. The role of MIT staff at a party is also being considered. At Northeastern University, parties have several staff members around.

The use of Walker Memorial is also being evaluated, Walsh said. Walker's numerous entrances make it a hard building to secure, so Walker may become off-limits to students and would hurt overall attendance at the events.

Applications for undergraduate financial aid for the 1996-97 academic year will be distributed in Lobby 10 on the following days:

Tuesday, February 27
Wednesday, February 28
10:00 am to 4:00 pm
Please bring your MIT ID

Are you being solicited by organizations offering too-good-to-be-true scholarships? They may be just that. Check out the Scholarship Scam home page on the World Wide Web:

http://www.cs.cmu.edu/~FinAid/finaid.html

Green Card Lottery
Diversity Immigrant Visa (DV-97) Program

The Immigration and Naturalization Service is holding a new DV-97 program ("Green Card Lottery").

Application should be filed between February 12, 1996 and March 12, 1996.

Did you know that The Tech was around before MIT moved to Cambridge? Stop by our offices on the fourth floor of the student center and become part of the tradition.

*Yes, The Tech's also older than the student center.

Financial Aid for 1996-97

Pro/ENGINEER "The Winning Edge"

With its powerful and innovative line of Pro/ENGINEER® CAD/CAM software products, and recently acquired MECHANICA® analysis software, Parametric Technology Corporation is outracing the competition by helping Fortune 500 leaders outpace theirs.

Today, our continuing record-breaking success and growth create opportunities to join our "winning team" worldwide. We have challenging positions for achievement-oriented graduates in the areas of MECHANICAL ENGINEERING and SOFTWARE ENGINEERING.

Rated as one of the nation's fastest growing public corporations by Fortune, Forbes, Business Week and PC magazine, PTC tops Financial World's list of "America's 50 Best Mid-Cap Companies" while Pro/ENGINEER wins acclaim as Industry Week's "Technology of the Year."

PTC offers a stimulating, dynamic professional environment plus highly competitive compensation, a matching 401(k) plan, employee stock purchase plan, educational assistance, and a fully paid benefits package. To explore a future with us, please visit your Career Center today. Direct resumes are also accepted. Mail/fax to Human Resources, ATTN: College, Mechanical Engineering Code-PJ/MIT; Software Engineering Code-NS/MIT, Parametric Technology Corporation, 128 Technology Drive, Waltham, MA 02154. FAX: (617) 398-5674. We are an equal opportunity employer M/F/D/V.

If you want exposure to the big picture...to solve real life problems and participate in the business...PTC is the place.

Karen Gold, MSME, MIT 1990
Manager, Systems & Analysis

For most current PTC information, look us up on the World Wide Web http://www.ptc.com

"The Winning Team"

Karen Gold, MSME, MIT 1990
Manager, Systems & Analysis

For most current PTC information, look us up on the World Wide Web http://www.ptc.com

The Tech's also older than the student center.
A Few Simple Questions... One Simple Answer - Open Development

Considering A Career In Software Development?

(Boring) Corporate America

Exciting) Open Development

1. What's the work environment like?
   The stuffier the better.

2. Will I have to wear a suit?
   You betcha. And tie, and matching briefcase, and...

3. Will I use leading-edge technology?
   Yeah, if you call Mr. Coffee leading edge.

4. Are there opportunities for growth?
   Sorry, we limit growth to plants only.

5. Will I be paid a good salary?
   Umm, did I mention that our company is on a very tight budget.

6. Are there work incentives?
   Umm, did I mention that our company is on a very tight budget.

7. Will I work with industry leaders?
   Well...sure, but do you need names right this minute?

8. Will my ideas be heard?
   I'm sorry, can you repeat that?

Send in your resume now!
We’ll be on campus February 27, 1996.

Open Development Corp
14 Southwest Park
Westwood, MA 02090

S. Barrison
Fax: (617) 251-9144

Positions open: Software Engineer, QA Engineer,
Database Developer, Database Administrator
Jim's Journal

Today I was sitting at the table eating a sandwich.

Ma Peterson jumped up on the table, looked at me, then walked up on my shoulders.

She got comfortable and just sat there for a while.

When I was done eating and started getting up, she jumped off and ran into the other room.

I sat around and watched TV today.

After a while I got bored with the TV so I turned it off.

While I sat there, I started to feel like I was floating.

---

Want to get more writing done at MIT?

Join MIT's Oldest and Largest Newspaper.

General meetings every Sunday, 6 p.m.

---

**Information Engineering**

*a division of Monitor Company*

Information Engineering is combining technology with business strategy in a way that has never been done before. We develop sophisticated analytical software for our Fortune 500 clients to utilize in their strategic decision making processes. Would you like to blend your technical skills with business knowledge? Then stop by to find out more about career opportunities with IE.

25 First Street • Cambridge MA 02141 • hire_me@monitor.com

---

**We’re Looking for the Right Blend of Skills...**

*Interviews at MIT Career Center Friday, February 23, 1996*
**Visions:** ExploraMed, Inc. is one of the fewest, new-start-up medical device companies around. If you are an engineer with solid skills, creativity, drive and enthusiasm, then ExploraMed is the place for you. You will have the opportunity to work side-by-side with a small focused team of entrepreneurial engineers (mostly MIT graduates) and leading clinicians who are out to solve some of medicine’s most important problems.

**Talent:** ExploraMed is in fact, a medical device start-up incubator, and therefore the home and birthplace to a collection of new companies - each pursuing its own exciting medical or surgical area. As an employee of ExploraMed, you will have the opportunity to apply your talents, knowledge and skills to create something of true value, working directly with doctors and scientists in the hospital or laboratory setting across the country.

**Success:** If you have a background in Mechanical Engineering, Biomedical Engineering and/or any medical device product development experience, consider ExploraMed as a place to make your mark. ExploraMed will be interviewing at the MIT Campus on February 16th. Send and/or fax your resume and a cover letter by February 12th to:

Josh Makower
President
ExploraMed, Inc.
1 W. Techpark Drive
Newbury, NY 10954

**Communications Systems (PCS), Low Earth Orbit (LEO) fleets worldwide. QUALCOMM also leads the development of two-way data and real-time position reporting services to ships worldwide. QUALCOMM also leads the development of Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA) digital technology for use in cellular telephony, Personal Communications Systems (PCS), Low Earth Orbit (LEO) satellite communication system and more.

**Strong IVC Finally Drops to UMass**

By David Nauman

During one point, outside hitter Alberto Lazzaro G dove over the bench to retrieve a ball before returning to the court to make the point-winning kill. Middle hitter

Gunter Niemeyer G also had a string of hits in the middle during the 11-9 second game win over UVM. After two more pool play wins, IVC entered the playoffs as the first seed. This meant playing WPI again, with similar results. In the semifinals, the club faced Umass-Amherst. Unable to put the ball away against a defense with few holes, and unable to stop a powerful outside attack, IVC soon found itself two points from elimination, down 9-4 in the second game.

Parry J. R. Husband G came alive on the right side attack to bring the club back to 11-10, but many errors took their toll as UMass, with the next three points to advance to the finals. IVC plays their first regular season match against Northeastern University in DuPont Gymnasium next Monday.
Despite Strong Performance, Track Falls to Tufts

By Todd Chamoy

Tufts track team at its last meet, and February 9, 1996

By Todd Chamoy '98, who both threw over possible 27 points. Michael Butville '98

Univ. of 3.5, and 5'9" or taller, you may

The MIT athletes performed above and beyond all expectations, but could not hold off a talented Tufts track team at its last meet, and lost 243 to 231.

The other three teams — Bowdoin College, Worcester Polytechnic Institute, and Fitchburg State University — were not a factor in the competition.

MIT started out strong. In the first event, the 35 lb. weight throw, Tufts was awesome. It scored 25 points in the 200 meter, 25 points in the 500 meters, and 17 points in the 500 meters.

The first running event of the afternoon was the 1500 meter. Dan Helenes '97 finished third with a time of 4:03.84, just 0.9 seconds out of first place. Joel Ford '98 and Arnold Sato '96 finished close behind in fourth and fifth place, respectively. Joshua Feldman '97 also ran a fast time and finished seventh.

The most successful group of athletes from MIT were the pole vaulters, who came close to a sweep. Paul Ogagan '97, Jason Osbourne '98, and Todd Chamoy '98, who both threw over a great place for bright, hard-working engineers to launch exciting careers.

One project I completed at ConferTech, a system which records telephone conferences for companies of all sizes throughout the world. The company also develops and markets the industry's most advanced digital teleconferencing bridge equipment for customers who prefer to handle their teleconferencing needs on an in-house basis.

ENGINEERING

Systems Software Engineer
Software Applications Engineers
Field Service Engineers
Technical Support Engineers
Information System Programmers

LOOK FOR US ON CAMPUS: INTERVIEWS:
Thursday March 7 1996 from 8:00am until 5:00pm
Building 12; Room 170

If you are interested in opportunities at ConferTech, please send resume to:
ConferTech International Inc.
12110 N. Picos St.
Westminster, CO 80023-2076
Fax: (303)823-3001
Internet: http://www.confertech.com
An Equal Opportunity Employer

The dedication of a marathoner and the courage of an explorer.

We need someone with the confidence of a surgeon,
**Help Wanted**


**Travel Abroad And Work**

Make up to $25,45/hr. learning basic conversational English in Japan, Taiwan, or S. Korea. No teaching background or Asian languages required. For information call 202/973-3070 ext. 200332.

**Earn $5,000 each and every week with our unique method. Guaranteed.**

**Help Wanted**

- Alaska Employment Students needed! Fishing industry. Earn up to $3,000-$6,000+ per month. Room and board! Transportation! Male or female. No experience necessary. Call (206)911-3510 ext. 631418.

Retire Before You're 30! Entrepreneur/lawyer/businessman seeking partners for high tech start-up and eventual IPO. If you think you have a profitable and feasible high tech idea or invention, let's talk. Call (206)971-3510 extA50332.

**Service Offered**

- AIDS and Sexually Transmitted Disease testing and treatment. Totally confidential, private MD office. AIDS and Sexually Transmitted Disease testing and treatment. Totally confidential, private MD office.

Totally confidential, private MD office. AIDS and Sexually Transmitted Disease testing and treatment. Totally confidential, private MD office.

**For Sale**

Springs Break Nassau/Paradise Island, Cana and Jamaica from $299.00. Air, Hotel, Transfers, Parties, and More! Organize a small group and earn a FREE trip plus commission! Call 1-800-722-5321.

**Travel**

- Spring Break Nassau/Paradise Island, Cana and Jamaica from $299.00. Air, Hotel, Transfers, Parties, and More! Organize a small group and earn a FREE trip plus commission! Call 1-800-722-5321.
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Alpine Ski Teams Give Respectable Showing

By Jonathan S. Sheffitz
ALPINE COACH

The men's and women's alpine ski racing teams completed their third of five regular season races this weekend, having battled the slopes, competing colleges, and the ever-uncooperative New England weather.

The teams ended up pretty well overall in the three meets with a couple of top-ten finishes. They head to Ascutney Mountain in Vermont this weekend and back to Berkshire East Ski Area next weekend.

Each competition consists of two runs each on a slalom course on Saturday (quick, short-radius turns) and a giant slalom course on Sunday (longer-radius turns at higher speeds). Each day's two runs are added together to determine a skier's finish for that day. The times of the fastest five men and the fastest three women determine the team standings for each squad.

The alpine squads started their five-week training camp at nearby Wachusett Mountain at the beginning of January; the blizzard conditions made for excellent training. Co-captain Ari Gerstle '96 led the squad.

For the weekend of Jan. 27 and 28, the alpine squads journeyed north to Waterville Valley in New Hampshire, the training site of Plymouth State College.

A heavy snow started off the day, but almost as soon as Coach Jonathan Sheffitz set the morning practice course the snow turned to sleet and then to a solid rain, which was eventually joined by high winds that shut down all the lifts.

Johnson led the men with 28th place, but perhaps even more impressive was the effort of Nate Kusman '98. With all of his equipment (skis, boots, and clothes) in a vehicle that failed to make the treacherous drive from Boston, he borrowed a teammate's equipment and provided the men's squad with its needed fifth finisher.

Baker led the women with 16th place, and Marcela Valderrama '97 backed her up with 39th, for eighth place out of ten teams overall.

The men unfortunately let a speedy University of Connecticut grab the seventh place that they led the day before, resulting in a tie for seventh place in the division's cumulative team standings.

The next race was the first weekend in February at Loon Mountain in New Hampshire. In Saturday's alpine Sean Lavin '97 led the men with 37th place to snatch back the division's seventh place from the University of Connecticut.

Valderrama took 37th to put the women's team in eighth that day out of ten teams.

Mike Prutz '96 turned in a blazingly fast second run on Sunday to lead the men with 39th place, but the University of Connecticut skied even faster to retake seventh place in the division from MIT.

Training, Vigor Help Crew Beat 'Canes

By Toby Ayer
ROWING COLUMN

The men's heavyweight crews beat the University of Miami in all five rowing events on Jan. 13. Finding that hard work and "vigah" in the fall and early winter training pay off, the varsity and freshman eights both won by larger margins than is usual in the 800-meter sprint.

At the midpoint of their annual training trip, the heavies traveled south from Hollywood to Miami Beach for the regatta. The varsity four finished in 3:09.9, ahead of the second Tech four (3:14.2) and Miami (3:20.1).

Despite rough waters and a tailwind, the first four used good technical execution as a basis for a strong race. They moved steadily ahead and sprinted to a decisive victory. The second four's proximity to the first boat was a reassuring sign of the ability of the varsity eight, a combination of those two crews.

The novice eight raced soon after, beating Miami's time of 3:03 by nearly seven seconds (2:56.3).

With a higher number than usual of experienced oarsmen, and with the strongest instruction of coach Stu Schnell '86 behind them, the MIT freshmen looked far more technically composed of six varsity rowers and two novices, squeezed out a more typical victory of about two seconds (2:59.9 to Miami's 3:01.6).

The second varsity eight, actually composed of six varsity rowers and two novices, squeezed out a more typical victory of about two seconds (2:59.9 to Miami's 3:01.6).

The freshmen fours followed the varsity's example, finishing first and second ahead of Miami.

Though no medals or trophies were awarded this year, the MIT crews were cheered on by a small contingent of loyal MIT alumni, family, and friends. Their time in Florida was completed with a full week of good training on the water, in preparation for the spring racing season, which begins in late March.

Just a fraction of what we spend on sports can help keep society in shape.

It's so easy to help your community when you think about it.

Millions of people have already helped make for percent of their incomes and give five.

This space donated by The Tech.
Men's Gym Surpasses UVM and Dartmouth

By Raymond Li

The MIT men's gymnastics team won their first conference meet of the season, defeating both UVM and Dartmouth College. The team scored 32.95 on the parallel bars, 32.95 on the rings, 32.95 on the floor exercise, and 31.25 on the high bar. UVM scored 33.45 on the parallel bars, 33.45 on the rings, 33.45 on the floor exercise, and 33.45 on the high bar. Dartmouth scored 32.5 on the parallel bars, 32.5 on the rings, 32.5 on the floor exercise, and 32.5 on the high bar.

The team's top scorers were Rob Cooper '96, Andrew Schoner '96, and Brian Young '96 with 8.45, Bernd Schoner '97, and Miller brought the team to a 61.40, leading over UVM's 57.70 and Dartmouth's 51.25.

On the rings, MIT ensured its team finished a strong third of 24. Although UVM and Dartmouth were on extremely high score, MIT was consistently throwing good routines and tied UVM with 32.00, each with Dartmouth at 28.95.

The team's top scorers were Rob Cooper '96 with 8.45, Bernd Schoner '96 with 8.15, Jason Miller '99 7.95, Rob Spina '99 7.45, and Van Yas '97 and Brian Young '96 with high scores.

Because MIT was able to maintain consistently high scores, the team gained their first lead over the other two schools in the next event, Beam. Horner, Schoner's 7.7 and Cooper's 8.1 along with the help of Andrew McCraith '98, Spina, Andy Lobban '97, and Miller brought the team to a 61.40, leading over UVM's 57.70 and Dartmouth's 51.25.

On the rings, MIT ensured its team finished a strong third of 24. Although UVM and Dartmouth were on extremely high score, MIT was consistently throwing good routines and tied UVM with 32.00, each with Dartmouth at 28.95.
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